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Abstract: 21 
We surveyed four years of MESSENGER magnetic field data and analyzed intervals with 22 
observations of large-amplitude oscillatory motions of Mercury’s cross-tail current sheet, or 23 
flapping waves, characterized by a decrease in magnetic field intensity and multiple reversals of 24 
BX, oscillating with a period on the order of ~4 – 25 seconds. We performed minimum variance 25 
analysis (MVA) on each flapping wave event to determine the current sheet normal. Statistical 26 
results showed that the flapping motion of the current sheet caused it to warp and tilt in the y‒z 27 
plane, which suggests that these flapping waves are kink-type waves propagating in the cross-tail 28 
direction of Mercury’s magnetotail. The occurrence of flapping waves shows a strong preference 29 
in Mercury’s duskside plasma sheet. We compared our results with the magnetic double-gradient 30 
instability model and examined possible flapping wave excitation mechanism theories from 31 
internal (e.g. finite gyroradius effects of planetary sodium ions Na+ on magnetosonic waves) and 32 
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1. Introduction 42 
Continuous in-situ magnetic field and plasma measurements observed by MESSENGER have 43 
allowed us to gain insights on the dynamic processes occurring in different regions of Mercury’s 44 
magnetotail, from the northern and southern tail lobes to the cross-tail current sheet embedded 45 
within the central plasma sheet [Slavin et al., 2012; DiBraccio et al., 2015a; Poh et al., 2017a; 46 
Rong et al., 2018; Sun et al., 2020]. Although the structure and processes occurring in Mercury’s 47 
magnetotail are known to be qualitatively similar to that of Earth’s, they are different in spatial 48 
and temporal scale [e.g. Raines et al., 2011; Gershman et al., 2014; Sun et al., 2015; Poh et al., 49 
2017b]. Recent simulation studies [Liu et al., 2019; Chen et al., 2019] suggest that kinetic-scale 50 
dynamics and instabilities dominate in Mercury’s small magnetotail (~10 di wide, where di is the 51 
ion inertial length), thereby explaining the observed asymmetric structure and occurrence of 52 
processes in the tail.  53 
The oscillatory (or flapping) motion of Earth’s cross-tail current sheet has been extensively 54 
studied by various missions, such as THEMIS [Sun et al., 2014] and Cluster [Zhang et al., 2002; 55 
Sergeev et al., 2003; Runov et al., 2005; Sun et al., 2010; Rong et al., 2015; 2018; Gao et al., 2018] 56 
and is commonly identified in the magnetic field measurements as multiple reversals of the x-57 
component of the magnetic field BX (i.e. multiple crossings of the current sheet) [Speiser and Ness, 58 
1967]. Note: the Geocentric Solar Magnetospheric (GSM) coordinate system is commonly used in 59 
these Earth studies where the x-axis points towards the Sun along the Sun-Earth line, the z-axis is 60 
the projection of the Earth’s dipole axis onto the plane perpendicular to the x-axis and the y-axis 61 
completes the right-handed system. These statistical studies have shown that such oscillatory 62 
motion of Earth’s cross-tail current sheet has an average period of ~1 – 10 minutes and generally 63 
propagate as a wave in the dawn-dusk direction from the midnight meridian to the tail flanks at 64 
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velocities of few tens of km/s. As such, the current sheet is predominantly tilted in the y–z plane 65 
during the observations of these flapping waves [Sergeev et al., 2006; Volwerk et al., 2013]. Earlier 66 
correlation studies further suggested a relationship between the occurrence of flapping waves at 67 
Earth and magnetic reconnection-related phenomena such as fast magnetospheric flows [e.g., 68 
Davey et al., 2012] and substorm activities [Sergeev et al., 2006]. Figure 1 shows an illustration 69 
of the kink-type magnetotail oscillations propagating in the dawn-dusk direction (see Rong et al., 70 
[2015] for illustrations of flapping waves observed at Earth). For this type of magnetotail flapping 71 
motion, the sinusoidal flapping waves propagate in the cross-tail direction (blue dashed arrows) 72 
with the cross-tail current sheet tilted in the y–z plane (as shown by the “tilted” current sheet normal 73 
n) during each crossing of the center of the current sheet at times t1, t2, t3 and t4. Therefore, the 74 
current sheet normal vectors between adjacent current sheet crossings are expected to “oscillate” 75 
in the y–z plane (i.e. change in the sign of the  y-component with small x-component of the current 76 
sheet normal) as shown in Figure 1a; the spacecraft is expected to observe multiple polarity 77 
reversals of BX for this type of magnetotail oscillation mode. Note that the time periods when the 78 
spacecraft observed the positive and negative part of the BX reversal and their respective 79 
amplitudes are dependent on the spacecraft trajectory relative to the average location of the center 80 
of the sinusoidal current sheet in the frame of the flapping current sheet.  We would like to 81 
emphasize that the use of directional terms (e.g. dawn-dusk and north-south) in this paper does not 82 
represent any specific directionality (i.e. dawn-dusk may represents dawn to dusk or dusk to dawn). 83 
Not unique to Earth, these flapping motions of the cross-tail current sheet are also observed in 84 
other intrinsic and induced planetary magnetospheres, such as those of the giant planets (Jupiter 85 
and Saturn) [Volwerk et al., 2013], Venus [Rong et al., 2015], Mars [DiBraccio et al., 2017], and 86 
Mercury [Poh et al., 2017; 2018]. Despite the limited analysis of the flapping waves using only 87 
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single-spacecraft measurements from most planetary missions, statistical results show that the 88 
flapping waves observed in planetary magnetotails are generally similar to those observed at Earth 89 
where the flapping current sheets are also tilted in the y–z plane, consistent with the idea that the 90 
flapping waves propagate towards or away from the flanks [Volwerk et al., 2013].  91 
A natural follow-up question is: what is the formation mechanism for these current sheet 92 
oscillations? Statistical studies at Earth [e.g. Sergeev et al., 2006] suggested that these dawn-dusk 93 
propagating waves are most likely to be driven by an internal source within the magnetotail. Based 94 
on spacecraft observations, several flapping wave excitation mechanisms, such as the ballooning-95 
type [Golochanskaya and Maltsev, 2005] and the magnetic double-gradient instability [Erkaev et 96 
al., 2007; 2008; 2009a,b; 2010; Duan et al., 2018; Korovinskiy et al., 2016; 2018], have been 97 
proposed. Observational studies at Earth [Forsyth et al., 2009; Sun et al., 2014] demonstrated that 98 
the magnetic double-gradient instability model best describes the observational data. Other 99 
observational [Shen et al., 2008; Forsyth et al., 2009] and numerical [Sergeev et al., 2008; Juusola 100 
et al., 2018] studies had also proposed solar wind variations as an external source for the excitation 101 
of flapping waves within Earth’s magnetotail.  102 
In this study, we seek to determine the differences and similarities of current sheet flapping in 103 
Mercury’s magnetotail, where kinetic-scale instabilities dominate [Liu et al., 2019; Chen et al., 104 
2019], and Earth’s magnetotail, which is well-described by MHD. We would like to emphasize 105 
that MESSENGER is a single-spacecraft mission. Unfortunately, many of the multi-spacecraft 106 
analysis techniques employed to accurately determine the physical properties (e.g. propagation 107 
direction and speed) of these flapping waves are unavailable in our single-spacecraft Mercury 108 
study. Therefore, with MESSENGER’s single-spacecraft measurements, we are restricted to the 109 
use of the minimum variance analysis (MVA) technique [Sonnerup and Scheible, 1998] to analyze 110 
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and infer some of the properties of the large-amplitude flapping waves observed at Mercury. The 111 
MVA technique had also been successfully applied to many earlier studies using single-point 112 
measurements at Earth (e.g. AMPTE/IRM satellite [Sergeev et al., 1998] and Geotail [Sergeev et 113 
al., 2006]) and other planets (e.g. Galileo and Cassini [Volwerk et al., 2013]). Our statistical results 114 
show that the current sheet oscillations observed in Mercury are similar to those observed at Earth 115 
in that Mercury’s current sheet during flapping motion is also tilted in the y–z plane, suggesting 116 
that the waves propagates in the cross-tail direction. We compared our results with the magnetic 117 
double-gradient instability model, and examined different internal- and external-source formation 118 
theories and models proposed previously. 119 
 120 
2. Flapping Waves Event Selection and Data Analysis 121 
In this study, we surveyed the full-resolution 20 vectors/second magnetic field [Anderson et 122 
al., 2007] measurements from MESSENGER’s magnetometer (MAG) to identify magnetotail 123 
crossings with observations of current sheet flapping wave event. We chose the aberrated Mercury 124 
Solar Magnetospheric (MSM’) coordinate system for the analyses performed in this study. The 125 
Mercury Solar Magnetospheric (MSM) coordinate system is a coordinate system centered on 126 
Mercury’s internal offset dipole [Anderson et al., 2011] with the positive X-axis in the sunward 127 
direction (i.e. anti-parallel to the solar wind flow) along the Sun-Mercury line, the Z-axis is positive 128 
northward parallel to Mercury’s magnetic dipole moment axis, and the Y-axis completes the right-129 
handed system. A correction for solar wind aberration is then applied to the MSM coordinate 130 
system to create the MSM’ coordinate system. This correction assumes a radial solar wind speed 131 
of 400 km/s and uses Mercury’s perpendicular orbital velocity computed daily. 132 
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2.1 19th May 2012 Event 133 
Figure 2 shows an example of MESSENGER’s observation of Mercury’s magnetotail on 19th 134 
May 2012. Figure 2a and 2b shows MESSENGER’s trajectory through Mercury’s magnetotail in 135 
the meridional (i.e. x‒z) and equatorial (i.e. x‒y) plane, respectively. With its polar orbital 136 
trajectory, MESSENGER traversed Mercury’s dusk-side magnetotail in the z‒direction. Figure 2c 137 
shows the magnetic field measurements observed by MESSENGER during the traversal. Panel 1 138 
of Figure 2c shows the wavelet analysis [Jenkins and Watts, 1968] of the x‒component of the 139 
observed magnetic field while Panels 2 ‒ 5 show the x, y, z‒components, and magnitude of the 140 
observed magnetic field vectors. The interval starts with MESSENGER in the southern lobe of 141 
Mercury’s magnetotail characterized by the strong magnetic field predominantly in the negative 142 
BX direction and low level of fluctuations in magnetic field. During this time period, 143 
MESSENGER observed a full (red dashed line) and several partial current sheet crossings (blue 144 
arrow). The former type of current sheet crossing is characterized by a positive-to-negative or 145 
negative-to-positive reversal of BX, indicating that MESSENGER crosses the center of Mercury’s 146 
cross-tail current sheet. The latter is characterized by a decrease in the magnitude of BX without a 147 
reversal in the sign of BX, indicating that MESSENGER observed the flapping motion of the 148 
current sheet but did not cross its center (i.e. BX = 0 nT).  149 
At ~14:34:30 UTC, MESSENGER entered the cross-tail current sheet proper shown by the 150 
overall “slow” reversal of BX from negative to positive, which is due to MESSENGER traversing 151 
though Mercury’s magnetotail. MESSENGER further observed frequent multiple large-amplitude 152 
BX reversals of ~20 – 40nT, superimposed on the overall slow reversal of BX. Wavelet analysis of 153 
the BX oscillations (Panel 1) indicates that these flapping waves have a period of ~4 – 15s. The 154 
half-waveform of each BX oscillations (i.e. a single flapping wave event) is identified with a red 155 
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vertical dashed line. Since MESSENGER is deep in the cross-tail current sheet, only full current 156 
sheet crossings were observed in this time interval. As MESSENGER exited the cross-tail current 157 
sheet into the northern tail lobe, MESSENGER also observed 7 partial crossing events (blue 158 
arrows) between 14:37 UTC to 14:39 UTC. Note that the partial flapping waves indicated by the 159 
blue arrows show a sharp minima and flat maxima in the absolute value of BX. This type of 160 
waveform is consistent with the flapping current sheet scenario where the spacecraft is located 161 
north (or south) relative to the center of the flapping Harris current sheet. As the spacecraft moves 162 
away from the center of the current sheet, the gradient of BX approaches zero, and when the 163 
spacecraft approaches the center of the current sheet, the gradient of BX increases.  164 
Figure 3a shows the 80-seconds-long interval between 14:35:50 UTC to 14:36:10 UTC of 165 
magnetic field measurements observed by MESSENGER in the same cross-tail current sheet 166 
encounter shown in Figure 2. Note that the time intervals with positive BX shown in Figure 3 are 167 
systematically shorter than the time intervals with negative BX and the absolute values of negative 168 
BX is larger than that of positive BX. These observed signatures are consistent with the scenario 169 
where the MESSENGER spacecraft traverses a sinusoidal current sheet (in the frame of the 170 
flapping wave) southward of the center of Mercury’s cross-tail current sheet. Furthermore, the 171 
gradient of BX peaks at BX = 0 nT, which is expected during the crossing of a Harris current sheet. 172 
These observations confirm that the variation in BX is not random but the result of a sinusoidal 173 
flapping motion of the cross-tail current sheet. 174 
For each flapping wave event identified visually, we performed the minimum variance analysis  175 
[Sonnerup and Scheible, 1998] to determine the current sheet normal n. Figure 3b shows the 176 
hodograms of the MVA result of a flapping wave example identified in Figure 3a at ~14:35:49 177 
UTC (red arrow). The hodograms show a clear rotation in Bmax with some and no variation in Bint 178 
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and Bmin, respectively, signatures typically representative of a CS crossing [Sonnerup and Scheible, 179 
1998]. The minimum vmin (i.e. current sheet normal n), intermediate vint and maximum vmax 180 
eigenvectors are [-0.01, -0.76, 0.65], [0.03, -0.65, -0.76] and [0.99, 0.03, 0.01]. We calculated the 181 
int–min and max–int eigenvalue ratios to be ~8.36 and 11.68, respectively. Using the error 182 
estimation method outlined in Khrabrov and Sonnerup, [1998a], we also computed the angular 183 
uncertainty |Δφ| of the minimum eigenvectors for rotation towards or away from the intermediate 184 
and maximum eigenvectors (i.e. angular uncertainty cone around the current sheet normal vector) 185 
to be ~ 3.2° and 0.8°, respectively. Recent flapping wave studies [e.g. DiBraccio et al., 2017] use 186 
an eigenvalue ratio threshold of 3 to establish acceptability of MVA results. The large eigenvalue 187 
ratios (i.e. greater than 3) and the small calculated angular uncertainty cone indicate that the current 188 
sheet normal for this flapping wave example is well-defined. It is interesting to note that n (or vmin) 189 
is tilted in the y–z plane as shown by the significantly larger values of ny and nz as compared to nX, 190 
which is consistent with flapping waves observed at Earth and other planets (e.g. Volwerk et al., 191 
[2013] and references therein).  192 
Table 1 shows the current sheet normal vectors with their associated angular uncertainties and 193 
eigenvalue ratios determined from MVA for all flapping waves events identified in this interval. 194 
Similar to the previous flapping wave example, the majority of the current sheet normal vectors n 195 
of all flapping wave events within the interval have minor component in the x-direction with 196 
significant components in either y‒ or z‒direction or both, indicating that these cross-tail current 197 
sheets are tilted in the y–z plane. Our results also show a general pattern of most current sheet 198 
normal vectors “oscillating” in the y–z plane, where the y‒component of n alternates in polarity 199 
between adjacent crossings. These observations are consistent with the encounter of a sinusoidal 200 
(or kink-type) flapping current sheet travelling in the cross-tail direction (e.g. Volwerk et al., 201 
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[2013] and references therein). Note that it is unclear whether the flapping waves are travelling 202 
away from or towards the magnetotail flanks since we are unable to determine the actual direction 203 
of propagation with single-spacecraft measurements.  204 
The error analysis of the MVA results also shows that the majority of the current sheet normal 205 
computed are generally reliable as reflected by the small angular uncertainty of the minimum 206 
eigenvector and/or the int–min eigenvalue ratios greater than 3, with the exception of few events 207 
(e.g. Event #7), which have large uncertainty angle cones due to their small int–min eigenvalue 208 
ratios. However, it is not surprising to observe MVA results with low int–min eigenvalue ratios 209 
for Mercury’s cross-tail current sheet, which can be generally described by a Harris current sheet 210 
model [Poh et al., 2017]. A small int–min eigenvalue ratio is generally expected of a Harris current 211 
sheet, which has a direction of maximum variance only [Forsyth et al., 2009]. An accurate estimate 212 
of the normal using MVA technique can be obtained with sufficient measurements when there is 213 
sufficient deviation from the Harris model (i.e. presence of magnetic field component in the cross-214 
tail direction or a magnetic shear). Therefore, only flapping wave events with int–min eigenvalue 215 
ratio greater than 3 will be used for subsequent statistical analysis. Despite the limitations of using 216 
the MVA technique to determine the cross-tail current sheet normal with single-spacecraft 217 
measurements, it is evident that the results from the MVA technique have captured the general 218 
behavior of the flapping motion of Mercury’s cross-tail current sheet reasonably well.  219 
 220 
2.2 Statistical Analysis 221 
We surveyed four years of MESSENGER magnetic field data and visually identified 65 222 
magnetotail encounters where large-amplitude, quasi-periodic magnetic field oscillations 223 
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associated with flapping motion of Mercury’s cross-tail current sheet were observed. In each 224 
magnetotail encounter with large-amplitude magnetic field oscillations, the characteristic BX 225 
reversal signatures associated with the encounter of flapping waves were visually identified to 226 
distinguish between intervals with flapping waves and random magnetic field fluctuations or 227 
electromagnetic waves [Boardsen et al., 2012]. Minimum variance analysis technique was then 228 
performed on each flapping wave event to determine the vector normal to the current sheet. Every 229 
MVA results were also visually inspected to ensure that the selected events are not associated with 230 
other magnetic structures (e.g. flux ropes [DiBraccio et al., 2015b] and dipolarization fronts 231 
[Sundberg et al., 2012; Sun et al., 2016; Dewey et al., 2017, 2018]) observed in Mercury’s 232 
magnetotail. A total of 638 flapping wave events were selected for further analysis.  233 
Figure 4a and 4b show the distribution of the current sheet normal vectors in the y‒z and x‒z 234 
plane, respectively. Figure 4a shows that the current sheet normal vectors n are distributed near 235 
the unit circle in the y‒z plane (i.e. √𝑛𝑧
2 + 𝑛𝑦
2  = 1), while the vectors were distributed around nx = 236 
0 in the x‒z plane as shown in Figure 4b. Our result strongly indicates that |nx| << |ny|, |nz|, which 237 
means that the current sheet associated with these flapping motions is predominantly tilted (or 238 
warped) in the y–z direction. This characteristic y–z tilt in the current sheet associated with flapping 239 
waves observed at Mercury is similar to those observed at Earth from Geotail measurements 240 
[Sergeev et al., 2006], where the distribution of MVA normal in the y‒z plane indicates a “yz‒241 
kink” type of flapping waves. Assuming that the flapping waves are planar structures, if the 242 
flapping waves were travelling in the downtail (±x) or cross-tail (±y) direction, one would expect 243 
the warping of the current sheet normal to be in the x‒z or y‒z plane, respectively. Hence, within 244 
the limits of single-spacecraft measurements, our results suggest that these flapping waves are 245 
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likely to be travelling in the cross-tail direction with the orientation of the current sheet normal 246 
similar to that observed at Earth [Sergeev et al., 2006] and the giant planets [Volwerk et al., 2013].  247 
We calculated the typical periods of the flapping waves from the results of the wavelet analysis. 248 
Figure 4c shows the distribution of flapping wave periods of all identified peaks in wave power 249 
associated with groups of flapping wave events. The distribution in Figure 4c shows a large range 250 
of flapping wave period of ~4 – 25s and the average flapping wave period (oscillation frequency) 251 
is ~12s (0.52 rad/s), which is much smaller than that observed at Earth and the outer planets (~2 – 252 
10 minutes [Kubyshkina et al., 2014; Volwerk et al., 2013]). Such significant difference in flapping 253 
period can be attributed to Mercury’s smaller scale and more dynamic magnetosphere, and extreme 254 
solar wind conditions in the inner heliosphere [e.g. Slavin et al., 2014; 2019; Jia et al., 2019] 255 
We also examined whether there is any dawn-dusk asymmetry in the occurrence of flapping 256 
waves at Mercury. Figure 5a shows the distribution of flapping wave occurrences as a function of 257 
YMSM. Interestingly, there is a strong duskward preference of the flapping wave events identified 258 
in this study in Mercury’s cross-tail current sheet with peak occurrence at YMSM ~ 1RE. Note that 259 
this observed strong asymmetry is unlikely due to orbital selection bias during the survey of 260 
MESSENGER data as the spacecraft orbital trajectory precesses around Mercury’s rotation axis, 261 
resulting in even local time coverage over one full precession. This dawn-dusk asymmetry in the 262 
occurrence of current sheet flapping waves is unique to Mercury since such asymmetry has not 263 
been observed in other planets. Possible relationships between the known asymmetries of 264 
Mercury’s magnetotail and the observed duskward preference of flapping wave occurrence, and 265 
its implication on the excitation mechanism of Mercury’s current sheet flapping waves will be 266 
further examined in the Discussion section.  267 
 268 
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3. Discussion  269 
Our analysis of Mercury’s flapping waves shows that Mercury’s cross-tail current sheet 270 
oscillates with periods of ~4 – 25s, and that this flapping motion of the current sheet caused it to 271 
warp and become tilted in the y-z plane. This tilted current sheet geometry is similar to that of the 272 
flapping waves observed at Earth and is consistent with the scenario where the flapping waves are 273 
propagating in the cross-tail direction. Since we cannot accurately determine the actual flapping 274 
wave propagation direction using single-spacecraft measurements, it is possible that these 275 
oscillatory motions of Mercury’s current sheet are driven by an internal process within the 276 
magnetotail and/or external solar wind-driven processes. The natural follow-up question would 277 
be: what is the most plausible internal and/or external formation process or mechanism for 278 
Mercury’s flapping waves? 279 
3.1 Ballooning-type Flapping Wave Model  280 
Multiple models had been proposed to explain the formation and observations of flapping 281 
waves via an internal process at Earth. The ballooning-type [Golovchanskaya and Maltsev, 2005] 282 
and magnetic double-gradient instability models [Erkaev et al., 2007] are widely-accepted internal 283 
flapping wave formation models. The Ballooning-type model, similar to the interchange instability 284 
with magnetic tension on curved field lines serving the same role as gravitational force, requires 285 
the scale of the wavelength to be much smaller than the radius of curvature of the field lines (RC) 286 
[Pritchett and Coroniti, 2010]. In the midtail region (i.e. ‒1.8 RM > XMSM > ‒3.8 RM) of Mercury’s 287 
duskside current sheet where most flapping waves were observed, RC ~200 km [Rong et al., 2018]. 288 
We further assumed the characteristic wavelength of these flapping waves to be on the order of or 289 
larger than Mercury’s cross-tail current sheet thickness (~0.4 RM or ~976 km [Poh et al., 2017a]). 290 
This is a valid assumption since the typical wavelength of flapping waves observed at Earth is 291 
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several RE [Sergeev et al., 2003; Runov et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2019], which is an order of 292 
magnitude larger than the average terrestrial cross-tail current sheet thickness during substorm 293 
conditions (~0.1 RE [Sergeev et al., 1990]). Since the wavelength of the flapping waves is much 294 
larger than RC of Mercury’s duskside cross-tail current sheet, it is unlikely that the flapping waves 295 
observed at Mercury are caused by the ballooning-type instability.  296 
3.2 Magnetic Double-Gradient Instability Flapping Wave Model 297 
The magnetic double-gradient instability can occur when there is a “tailward BZ gradient” 298 
magnetic field topology in the cross-tail current sheet, resulting in the unstable perturbation of the 299 
current sheet due to the force imbalance between the magnetic stress and total pressure gradient 300 
force in the quiescent current sheet along the z‒direction (see Figure 4 in Erkaev et al., [2008] for 301 
illustration). This perturbation of the current sheet drives the flapping waves in the cross-tail 302 
direction.  Although both kink and sausage mode waves can be excited by this instability, Erkaev 303 
et al., [2008] demonstrated that the kink mode waves are more likely to be observed since it has a 304 
faster growth rate than the sausage mode. The characteristic oscillation frequency ωf of the current 305 
sheet [Erkaev et al., 2008, 2010; Forsyth et al., 2009], depends on the product of the spatial 306 












 (1) 308 






 are the spatial gradients of BX and BZ at the center of 309 
the cross-tail current sheet (z = z0), respectively.  310 
This “tailward BZ gradient” (or 
𝜕𝐵Z
𝜕x
 < 0) magnetic field topology can be caused by the local thinning 311 
of the cross-tail current sheet in the near-tail region [Erkaev et al., 2008]. The follow-up question 312 
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is: how strong should the tailward BZ gradient, if it exists, be for the double-gradient instability to 313 
create the observed quasi-periods of Mercury’s flapping waves? 314 





 ~165 nT-(RM)-1 by differentiating the 315 
Harris current sheet equation at z = z0, with the asymptotic lobe field B0 and duskside current sheet 316 
half-thickness Δ to be ~41.4 nT and 0.25 RM, respectively [Poh et al., 2017a]. Assuming n0 ~1 cm-317 
3 for Mercury’s central plasma sheet [Raines et al., 2013; Gershman et al., 2014; Poh et al., 2018]) 318 






required to create the observed current sheet oscillations to be ~19.52 nT/RM (~0.008 nT/km). 320 
Taking into consideration Hall effects in the double-gradient instability model [Erkaev et al., 321 
2010], we further calculated the characteristic oscillation speed Vf (i.e. ωfΔ) to be ~317 km/s and 322 
the dimensionless Hall parameter α (i.e. ratio of proton current speed to the characteristic 323 
oscillation speed) to be ~0.4 [Erkaev et al., 2010]. We then determined the flapping wave group 324 
velocity Vg to be ~0.5Vf = 158 km/s using the Hall parameter α of 0.4 solid curve in Figure 2a of 325 
Erkaev et al., [2010]. It is worth noting that the calculated propagating velocity of Mercury’s 326 
flapping waves is closer to the upper limit of the flapping waves observed at Earth, which ranges 327 
from few tens [Runov et al., 2005; Sun et al., 2014] to hundreds of km/s [Sergeev et al., 2006].  328 
Our calculated gradient is approximately two orders of magnitude larger than that of Earth’s 329 
(~6x10-5 nT/km) [Erkaev et al., 2007], raising the question of whether such tailward BZ gradient 330 
configuration is possible in Mercury’s magnetotail. Simulations [Hsieh and Otto, 2015] and 331 
observation [Sun et al., 2017a] at Earth have shown that magnetic flux depletion may occur in the 332 
Earth’s near-tail region due to the azimuthal transport of closed magnetic flux from nightside to 333 
dayside along contours of constant flux tube entropy, resulting in current sheet thinning in the 334 
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near-tail region. This process could make the BZ gradients in the cross-tail current sheet necessary 335 
to drive these kink-type current sheet oscillations at Mercury and should be further investigated in 336 
future simulation and observation studies.  337 
3.3 External Excitation Mechanisms of Flapping Waves 338 
The excitation of current sheet flapping waves inside planetary magnetotails due to solar wind 339 
variations as an external driving mechanisms has also been explored from observational and 340 
modelling perspectives. Solar wind pressure perturbation initiated motion of the cross-tail current 341 
sheet has been observed by McComas et al. [1986], Shen et al., [2008], and more recently, Wang 342 
et al. [2019]. The numerical model by Sergeev et al., [2008] showed that the total pressure 343 
difference between the north and south tail lobe caused by a solar wind directional discontinuity 344 
can result in vertical motion of the neutral sheet initiated at the tail center. Juusola et al., [2018] 345 
further demonstrated in their hybrid-Vlasov model that a north-south asymmetric magnetopause 346 
perturbation can displace the initial current and launch a standing magnetosonic wave within the 347 
tail resonance cavity. Both models suggest that the displacement of the neutral sheet by solar wind 348 
drivers can excite kink-like waves propagating from the tail center towards the flanks. Earlier 349 
Mercury studies on reconnection dynamics [e.g. DiBraccio et al., 2013; Slavin et al., 2014] show 350 
that the extreme low-β, high-dynamic-pressure solar wind conditions at Mercury drive intense 351 
reconnection and flux transfer generation at Mercury’s magnetopause and, consequently, in the 352 
magnetotail. It is plausible that external solar wind drivers play an important role in exciting 353 
flapping waves within Mercury’s magnetotail. However, in the absence of an upstream solar wind 354 
monitor, the question of the relationship between flapping waves’ occurrence and solar wind 355 
perturbations as an external driving source can only be resolved through theory and numerical 356 
modelling.     357 
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3.4 Dawn-Dusk Asymmetric Distribution of Flapping Waves 358 
Our statistical results also show that flapping waves are predominantly observed in Mercury’s 359 
duskside cross-tail current sheet with peak occurrence at YMSM ~ 1 RM. At Earth, the peak 360 
occurrence of flapping waves were observed near the tail center [Sergeev et al., 2006], which 361 
suggests that the source of flapping waves at Earth is located near the tail center. Following similar 362 
arguments to those used at Earth, this distinct preferred occurrence of Mercury’s flapping waves 363 
observed at YMSM ~ 1 RM implies a duskward shift in the internal source of flapping waves as 364 
compared to Earth. Recent studies have revealed many asymmetries in Mercury’s cross-tail current 365 
sheet properties [Poh et al., 2017b] and occurrence of reconnection-related phenomena. In 366 
particular, there is a dawnward preference in the occurrence of dipolarization fronts, often 367 
associated with high speed flows, in Mercury’s cross-tail current sheet [Sun et al., 2016; 2017b; 368 
Dewey et al., 2018] as shown in Figure 5b. At Earth, studies [Erkaev et al., 2009a,b] have 369 
suggested a relationship between the occurrence of bursty bulk flows (BBFs) and flapping waves, 370 
where a fast moving flow burst from a reconnection region could excite kink-like perturbations in 371 
the current sheet away from the source. However, similar processes is not applicable to Mercury 372 
since both the occurrence of dipolarization fronts and flapping waves have opposite asymmetry. 373 
On the other hand, earlier studies [Sundberg et al., 2012; Liljeblad et al., 2015] have shown a 374 
duskward preference in the occurrence of Kelvin-Helmholtz (K-H) waves at Mercury’s 375 
magnetopause, which is similar to that of the flapping waves’. This similarity in asymmetric 376 
occurrence indicates that K-H waves could be another possible external source mechanism in 377 
exciting flapping motions of Mercury’s cross-tail current sheet. To date, there have not been any 378 
studies exploring the relationship between current sheet flapping waves and the occurrence of K-379 
H waves as an external flapping source.  380 
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Interestingly, the observed dawn-dusk asymmetric distribution of current sheet flapping wave 381 
occurrence in Mercury’s cross-tail current sheet is also similar to the spatial distribution of sodium 382 
ion (Na+) density as shown in Figure 5a and 5c. Previous MESSENGER studies using the Fast 383 
Imaging Plasma Spectrometer (FIPS) instrument [Raines et al., 2013; Gershman et al., 2014] 384 
reported higher observed Na+ density in the pre-midnight (or duskside) region of Mercury’s plasma 385 
sheet and this dawn-dusk Na+ density asymmetry has also been observed in simulations [e.g. Yagi 386 
et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2019]. Such dawn-dusk asymmetry in Na+ density have been associated 387 
with the Na+ dynamics in Mercury’s magnetosphere, such as escape of Na+ from a high-energy 388 
partial sodium ring during high solar wind dynamic pressure condition [Yagi et al., 2010; 2017] or 389 
centrifugal acceleration and transport of cold Na+ from Mercury’s cusp into the duskside plasma 390 
sheet via non-adiabatic Speiser-type orbits [Delcourt 2013]. It is possible that ion-ion hybrid 391 
resonance instability in a multi-species plasma sheet (i.e. proton and Na+) [e.g. Buchsbaum, 1960] 392 
can drive fast magnetosonic waves propagating perpendicular to the magnetic field from the 393 
magnetopause towards the center of the cross-tail current sheet. These magnetosonic waves can 394 
then create localized spatial gradients in the magnetic field near the current sheet at scale lengths 395 
on the order of the Na+ gyroradius, making the duskside cross-tail current sheet unstable to double-396 
gradient instability. Although the flapping wave excitation mechanism described above is just as 397 
speculative as the other processes discussed in this study, it adequately explained the dawn-dusk 398 
asymmetry of the current sheet flapping wave occurrences.  399 
From the above discussion, the excitation mechanism and duskward preference of flapping 400 
waves’ occurrence at Mercury remains an open question. Future simulations (e.g. multi-fluid 401 
magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) and/or MHD embedded Particle-in-Cell models) and theoretical 402 
studies should be conducted to further explore each possibilities examined in this study to better 403 
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our understanding of the excitation mechanism of flapping waves at Mercury and its unique 404 
observed dawn-dusk asymmetry.  405 
4. Conclusion 406 
In summary, we analyzed 638 flapping wave events identified from 65 MESSENGER 407 
crossings of Mercury’s magnetotail. Our results can be summarized as follows: 408 
I. Frequent large-amplitude oscillations of Mercury’s cross-tail current sheet characterized 409 
by multiple BX reversals with an average period of ~12 seconds were observed. 410 
II. We determined that the flapping motion of Mercury’s cross-tail current sheet warped and 411 
tilted the current sheet in the y‒z plane. 412 
III. The flapping waves preferentially occur on Mercury’s duskside current sheet, which is 413 
similar to the dawn-dusk asymmetry pattern of the Na+ density in Mercury’s plasma sheet 414 
and K-H waves on Mercury’s magnetopause. 415 
IV. The magnetic double-gradient instability is a plausible excitation mechanism for flapping 416 
wave formation at Mercury. However, other external (e.g. solar wind variations and K-H 417 
waves) and internal (e.g. finite gyroradius effects of planetary Na+ on magnetosonic waves) 418 
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Figure 1: Illustration of kink-type flapping motion of the cross-tail current sheet. The black arrows 448 
represents the current sheet normal vector while the blue dashed arrows represents the direction of 449 
the current sheet motion. (b) Expected magnetic field signatures in the MSM x‒component for 450 
kink-type current sheet flapping. 451 
 452 
 453 
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 454 
Figure 2: Orbit of MESSENGER on 19th May 2012 in the (a) meridional and (b) equatorial plane. 455 
Red and purple dashed lines represents the location of Mercury’s model bow shock and 456 
magnetopause, respectively [Winslow et al., 2013]. Blue dashed line represents MESSENGER’s 457 
orbit around Mercury on 19th May 2012, and the gray lines shows the scaled T96 model magnetic 458 
field lines [Tsyganenko, 1995] using a linear scaling factor of 8. (c) Full-resolution magnetic field 459 
measurements of MESSENGER encounter of Mercury’s cross-tail current sheet on 19th May 2012. 460 
Panel 1 shows wavelet analysis of BX and Panel 2 – 5 show three components and magnitude of 461 
magnetic field measurements, respectively. Dotted red lines and blue arrows represent full and 462 
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 467 
Figure 3: (a) Close-up interval of magnetic field measurements during encounter of Mercury’s 468 
cross-tail current sheet observed by MESSENGER on 19th May 2012 as shown in Figure 2. (b) 469 
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 475 
Table 1: MVA results for flapping wave events shown in Figure 2. (Column 3) Current sheet 476 
normal n computed from the MVA technique. (Column 4 – 5) The intermediate-to-minimum and 477 
maximum-to-intermediate eigenvalues ratios. (Column 6 – 7) The angular uncertainties of the 478 
minimum eigenvector for rotation towards or away from the intermediate and maximum 479 
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 485 
Figure 4: Distribution of current sheet normal vectors in (a) y‒z, and (b) x‒z plane. The red line 486 
represents the √𝑛𝑧
2 + 𝑛𝑦
2  = 1 and √𝑛𝑧
2 + 𝑛𝑥
2 = 1 curves, respectively. (c) Distribution of the periods 487 
of flapping waves. μ and M in Figure 4c represent the mean and median of the flapping wave 488 
periods respectively.  489 
 490 
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 491 
Figure 5: Dawn-dusk distribution of (a) flapping wave occurrences (bin size of 0.1 RM), (b) 492 
occurrence rate of dipolarization fronts (bin size of 0.3 RM) observed by MESSENGER [Sun et al., 493 
2016], and (c) observed Na+ density (bin size of 0.1 RM) in the cross-tail current sheet (i.e. ‒1.5 > 494 
XMSM (RM) > ‒3.5 and 0.4 > ZMSM (RM) > ‒0.4). The dashed line represents the noon-midnight 495 
meridian (i.e. YMSM = 0). The error bars and histogram in Figure 5c represents the standard error 496 
of the mean of the observed Na+ density in each bin and the total number of data points in each 497 
bin, respectively.  498 
 499 
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